
STANDARD MEDICAL THEORY 
  

  

"Scientists are still not able to pinpoint a cause for cancer" 
 

Cancer Facts & War on Cancer (2009) 

 

Modern medicine is largely based on theories, statistics, and countless ”new 

studies“ that are often contradicted by the ”latest research“. 

 

Even though medical doctrines, such as the concept of an ”immune system“ or of 

”malignant“ and ”metastasizing“ cancers, have never been scientifically verified, 

the guardians of the existing medical paradigm have found effective ways to turn 

pure assumptions into ”truths“, leading the public to believe that the unproven 

results are ”good science“. 

 

German New Medicine is founded on natural laws rather than on theories, on 

inductive reasoning rather than on postulation. Dr. Hamer's discoveries offer 

a complete scientific system that serves as a basis for an entirely new 

understanding of diseases. According to the Five Biological Laws, diseases, such 

as cancer, aremeaningful biological processes, comprehensible in the context of 

our evolution and how the human organism developed over time. 

 

With the knowledge of GNM we are able to identify the causes of diseases, 

accurately predict their development, and recognize symptoms that indicate 

healing. Empowered with the understanding of the Five Biological Laws of the 

New Medicine, we no longer have to fear diseases and thus can free ourselves from 

the controlling grip of the established medicine. 

 

The shift into this new medical paradigm involves exciting new approaches with 

regard to diagnosis, prognosis, treatment and prevention. At first glance, the 

implications of Dr. Hamer's discoveries for our health care, for our society as a 

whole, and above all, for our spiritual advancement, seem too good to be true … 

 

Nothing is too wonderful to be true, 
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if it is consistent with the laws of Nature. 
 

Michael Faraday 

 

 

QUESTIONING THE "METASTASIS" THEORY 

The metastasis theory proposes that cancer cells break off of a primary 

tumor, travel through the bloodstream and lymph system, and randomly 

attach to other organs, where they cause a second cancerous growth. The 

process is believed to be uncontrolled, with mutated, "malignant", and rogue 

cells acting on their own, against the normal order and intelligence of the 

body. 

A brief historical perspective 

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, infections and tumors were considered 

"morbid material", which, if not normally excreted or drained from the body, could 

accumulate, turn "malignant", and cause death if it spread to other areas of the 

body. When the cancer or infection was thought to have spread from one organ to 

another, it was called "metastasis". Medical therapies such as lancing, purging, 

blistering, bleeding, and poisoning sought to aid the drainage of the "deadly" 

substances. 

In the nineteenth century, microorganisms were included in the catalogue of 

"morbid materials", andPasteur's germ theory became the prevailing rationale that 

supported the theory of metastasis. In the twentieth century, supposedly mutant, 

rogue, cancer cells were added to the list, joining bacteria, fungi, and viruses as 

disease-causing agents. 

Over the centuries, the "morbid materials" were given different names, the 

underlying theory, however, has remained the same. 

In today's medicine, both allopathic and naturopathic, it is still assumed that cancer 

cells and microbes actagainst our body and that our organism is not in control of 

the process. To this very day, the human body is believed to be at war against evil 

forces trying to harm and to destroy it. The most basic axioms upon which medical 

theory rests, remain rooted in dark-ages fear and superstition, ignorant of the 

creative and loving intelligence that pervades nature and the human body. 

Dr. HAMER: "Through the millennia, humanity has more or less consciously 

known that all diseases ultimately have a psychological origin. This 
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understanding became a "scientific" asset, firmly anchored in the inheritance 

of universal knowledge."  

 

 

THE METASTASIS THEORY IN LIGHT OF DR. HAMER'S 

DISCOVERIES 

The bio-electrical brain 

The metastasis theory entirely discounts that the function of every cell of the body 

is controlled from the brain; instead, it treats each cell as a sentient organism doing 

its own thing. A century of medical research has confirmed that the brain is the 

"coordinating bio-electrical center" that regulates the body's biochemical 

processes, including "pathological" changes in organs and tissues. Even "infectious 

diseases" cannot progress when nerves to the affected organ are severed (Robert H. 

Walker: Functional Processes of Disease, 1951), proving that even the action 

of microbes are directed by the brain. 

 

Based on the scientific fact that the brain functions as the biological control center 

of the body, Dr. Hamer discovered the psyche as a third component that interacts 

simultaneously with the brain and the cells in the body. 

 

 

Through the analysis of his patients' brain scans, Dr. Hamer found that 

a "conflict shock" (DHS), occurs not only in the psyche, but impacts 

simultaneously in the area of the brain that correlates biologically to 

the particular conflict. The moment the brain cells register the DHS, 

the information is immediately transmitted to the corresponding 

organ, and at this instant, a Significant Biological Special 

Program (SBS) is activated to assist the organism, both on the 

psychological and physical level, during that crisis. Hence, each 

cancer or tumor growth is ameaningful biological response to a very 

specific conflict situation. On abrain scan, the impact of each conflict 

is visible as a set of sharp concentric rings. 

 

By comparing tens of thousands of his patients' brain CTs with their medical 

records and their personal histories, Dr. Hamer was able to identify the exact 

location in the brain from where each Special Biological Program (SBS) was 
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coordinated. The result of this ground-breaking research was the creation of the 

"Scientific Chart of German New Medicine". 

  

Firmly supported by the science of embryology, Dr. Hamer's findings provide the 

scientific proof that thisbrain-mediated correlation between the psyche and the 

body is inherent in every organism. That is to say thatall species respond to a 

"death-fright conflict" with lung cancer, to an "existence conflict" (feeling 'like a 

fish out of water') with kidney cancer, or to a "nest-worry conflict" (mammals and 

humans) with breast cancer. 

 

 

 

The reason why all creatures respond to the same type of conflict with the 

same organ is that, whether fish, reptile, mammal, or human, all organs of 

all species can be traced to one of the three embryonic germ layers that 

develop during the very first period of the embryonic stage. To be exact, the 

lungs or heart or bones of every living organism are formed from the same 

type of germ layer and are, therefore, of the same tissue type. This confirms, 

from a solely biological point of view that we ALL originate from the same 

source! 

 

Because of our deep inter-connection with all life, we speak in GNM of biological 

conflicts rather than of psychological conflicts.  

  

  

Cancer cells don't cross the tissue threshold 

In the course of this research, Dr. Hamer also discovered that the way the 

individual brain control centers are arranged in the brain follows a beautiful natural 

order. The locations of the brain relays show that all tissues that derive from the 

same germ layer are controlled from the same area in the brain (see diagram). 
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All organs and tissues that derive from the endoderm are 

controlled from the brainstem; all mesodermal tissues are 

controlled from the cerebellum or the cerebral medulla; 

allectodermal tissues are controlled from the cerebrum. At 

the organ level we don't readily notice this structure, 

because organs of the same tissue type are not always 

grouped together in the body, and often lie far apart, for 

example, the rectum and the larynx. In the brain, 

however, the brain relays of the same tissue type are 

positioned side by side, in perfect order. 

Hence, every disease always involves a very specific brain relay that controls the 

correlating conflict-related organ or tissue. Under no circumstances are cancer cells 

able to "metastasize" to an organ or tissue controlled by a different, unaffected 

brain relay, and neither can cancer cells "spread" to a tissue type that derives from 

a different germ layer. Cancer cells, the activity of microbes, and other disease 

symptoms are absolutely bound to the specific organ or tissue for which the brain 

has activated the Significant Biological Special Program (SBS). 

The Third Biological Law offers, for the first time in medicine, a reliable system 

that allows a classification of all diseases according to their tissue type. Regarding 

cancer, the "Ontogenetic System of Tumors" indicates that a cancer develops either 

a.) in the conflict-active phase in old-brain controlled organs, in which case the 

tumor has a biological significance as it enhances the function of the organ to 

facilitate a conflict resolution; or, 

b.) a cancer develops in the healing phase in cerebrum-controlled organs, where 

the tumor is the result of a natural healing and replenishing process after the related 

conflict has been resolved. 

 

Either way, and this is the quintessence of Dr. Hamer's discoveries, cancer is 

always part of a meaningfulbiological process, and can therefore no longer be 

considered a "disease", let alone a "malignant disease".  

 Making sense of secondary cancers from the GNM perspective 

German New Medicine does not dispute the existence of second or multiple 

cancers. But, as we now understand, second cancers are not caused by "spreading" 

cancer cells, but are the result of simultaneous orfurther conflict shocks, involving 

the organ that is biologically linked to the respective conflicts. This applies, 

without exception, in every case of cancer.  
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According to the National Cancer Institute, the most common "metastatic" cancers 

are those that have "spread" to the lungs, liver, bones, lymph nodes, or the brain. In 

light of Dr. Hamer's discoveries, it is readily apparent why this is so. 

 Lung cancer is biologically linked to a "death-fright conflict". As a secondary 

cancer, lung cancer is most often the result of a diagnosis or prognosis shock 

perceived as a death-sentence. 

Lung cancer in pcl-phase A This picture of a 

brain CT shows theHH in the brain relay that 

controls the lungs. The moment the death-

fright impacts in the brain, the lung alveoli 

cells, in charge of processing oxygen, 

immediately start to multiply, because in 

biological terms the death-panic is equated 

with not being able to breathe. The biological 

purpose of the cell proliferation - the lung 

cancer - is to increase the capacity of the lungs 

so that the individual is in a better position to 

cope with the death-fright. 

Considering that each day thousands of cancer patients are literally scared to death 

by a cancer diagnosis shock or a negative prognosis ("You have three months to 

live"), is it any wonder that lung cancer is the "No. 1 Killer"? 

 Based on the biological psyche-brain-organ interplay, smoking cannot be the 

cause of lung cancer, unless smoking cigarettes is related to an unexpected death-

fright ("This will kill you!"). It is the biologicalnature of "diseases" which explains 

why lung cancer is today the most frequent cancer. This also clarifies the 

discrepancy of an increase in lung cancer in spite of a marked decrease in the 

number of smokers. The toxinsin cigarette smoke, however, can make the healing 

phase much more difficult, particularly when a healing process is taking place in 

the respiratory tract. 

Animals, like our pets, rarely get lung cancer, not because they don't smoke but 

because they are oblivious to a diagnosis. Nancy Zimmermann, director of medical 

support at Banfield, the Pet Hospital, one of the world's largest veterinary 

practices: "It's important to note that there's no absolute direct link between 

smoking and cancer in pets." (National and Oregon Health and Wellness 

Information and Medical News, January 19, 2009). - see also Carcinogen-Theory. 

Multiple cancers can also be the result of a DHS that has more than one aspect. If 

a man, for instance, loses his job unexpectedly, he can simultaneously suffer a 

"starvation conflict" ("I don't know how to provide for myself") and an "existence 

conflict" ("my livelihood is at stake"). Each conflict impacts in the conflict-related 
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brain relay and in this case two Special Biological Programs will be activated. If 

the conflict-activity is intense, a liver tumor and a kidney tumor will develop 

during the conflict-active stress phase. After the conflict has been resolved (for 

example, with getting a new job) both tumors will undergo a natural healing 

process. 

 Bone cancer is, according to Dr. Hamer's findings, linked to "self-devaluation 

conflicts", which cancer patients typically experience because of feeling 

"worthless". 

During the conflict-active phase, the bone(s) or joint(s) closest to where one feels 

"useless", "sick", or "inadequate" generate a loss of bone tissue (termed "osteolytic 

bone cancer"). This explains why after aprostate cancer diagnosis men often 

develop bone cancer in the pelvis or lumbar spine, which are nearest to the prostate 

(60% of all "bone metastases" in men are prostate related). Similarly, women who 

suffer a loss of self-worth because of a breast cancer diagnosis or a disfiguring 

mastectomy, typically develop bone cancer in the ribs or the sternum (70% of all 

"bone metastases" in women are related to breast cancer). Considering the physical 

and sexual self-devaluation that men often feel when dealing with prostate cancer, 

and women often suffer when facing the loss of a breast, it is obvious why conflict 

shocks that affect the bones in these areas are so common. The same applies to the 

development of lymphomas (typically in the axillary lymph nodes as a result of a 

"breast self-devaluation" or in the pelvis area in connection with prostate cancer).  

Contradicting metastasis theories vis-à-vis Dr. Hamer's research 

Current medical theory is that metastasizing cells are of the same kind as those in 

the original tumor, i.e., if a cancer arises in the breast and metastasizes to the 

bones, the cancer cells in the bones are believed to bebreast cancer cells. However, 

in 2006, Dr. Vincent Giguère, a cancer researcher at the McGill University Health 

Centre in Montreal, stated the opposite: "'Breast cancer cells, for example, often 

move to the bones. This is quite a feat, since they first have to morph from breast 

cells into bone cells', says Dr. Giguère, 'He and his colleagues are trying to figure 

out how they do it.'"(Globe & Mail, November 28, 2006). 

Based on Dr. Hamer's research, neither of the two metastasis theories can be 

scientifically verified, since both theories assume that cancer originates in the 

body, where healthy cells supposedly mutate - all of a sudden and for no reason - 

into "malignant" cells. This concept fails to recognize that cancers, like all bodily 

processes, are controlled from the brain and that all cancers originate in reality in 

the psyche! In view of this new understanding of the nature and the origin of 

cancer, secondary cancers cannot be the result of cancer cells spreading by way of 

the blood or lymph system to other organs, because under no circumstances are 

cancer cells able to bypass this well-established biological system. The standard 

metastasis-theories (aside from their embarrassing contradictions) also entirely 
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ignore the histological association of each and every cancer to one of the three 

embryonic germ layer. 

Let's look, for example, at intra-ductal breast cancer and bone cancer: 

The ectodermal lining of the milk-ducts, including intra-ductal tumors, are 

controlled from the cerebral cortexwhereas the bones, which derive from the 

mesoderm, are controlled from the cerebral medulla. An intra-ductal breast 

cancer is linked to a "separation conflict" and develops exclusively during the 

healing phase, whereas bone cancer is always an indication of conflict-activity of a 

"self-devaluation conflict". 

Thus, if the bone cancer is a secondary cancer after breast cancer, the bone cancer 

can only be caused by a "self-devaluation", experienced at a time when the breast 

cancer is already in the   healing phase! 

 

What makes the concept of "breast cancer spreading to the bones" even more 

irrational is that a so-called "osteoclastic metastasis" (a primary cancer, such as a 

breast cancer or prostate cancer, which has "spread to the bones") is by definition 

not a tumor growth but the opposite, namely a loss of bone tissue. How breast 

cancer cells are supposed to create "cancerous" holes in bones without the 

involvement of the brain, has yet to be explained.  

   

"Metastasis"-tests under scrutiny 

Pathologists claim that they are able to detect the origin of a secondary cancer 

through the analysis of tissue samples (biopsies). The current practice is to use 

stains and antibodies to identify proteins that are typical of a specific tumor. This 

method is called the "immuno-histochemical technique". A critical look at this 

method, however, quickly reveals that this procedure does not identify 

metastasizing cancer cells but only proteins, released from a tumor. A comment on 

the UCLA educational website admits to this obvious discrepancy: "Although the 

analysis may be simple, it often suffers from low sensitivity or specificity, and 

does not provide adequate functional measurements concerning tumor cell 

behavior." 

From the GNM point of view, the release of proteins from a tumor is a natural part 

of the healing process, particularly when the tumor is decomposed by tubercular 

bacteria during the healing phase, in the case of aglandular breast cancer, for 

example. As the body breaks down the now superfluous cells, proteins are released 

into the bloodstream. The immuno-histochemical technique is only tracking these 

proteins, and yet we are given the impression they are tracking live cancer cells. 
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The metastasis theory proposes that cancer cells 

travel through the blood stream or lymph system 
 

However, there has never been an observation of live cancer cells in the blood or 

lymph fluid of a cancer patient. Only antibodies have been identified, and these do 

not prove the presence of viable, ”metastatic“ cancer cells (the same ”indirect 

evidence“-method is used to ”prove“ the existence of viruses as a cause of ”viral 

infections“). 

 Cancer cells from a primary tumor have never been observed naturally attaching 

to another organ or tissue and growing a new tumor. Again, only ”antibodies“ or 

”proteins“ have been traced to a secondary cancer. 

 In experiments where researchers inject millions of multiplying, ”malignant“ 

cancer cells from a growing tumor directly into the bloodstream, secondary tumors 

rarely occur. ”Using a model in which human breast cancer cells were grown in 

immuno compromised mice, we found that only a minority of breast cancer cells 

had the ability to form new tumors.“ (Dept. of Internal Medicine, Comprehensive 

Cancer Center, University of Michigan Medical School, Ann Arbor, MI 48109, 

USA.).  Source: Proceedings of the National Academy of Science of the U.S.A. 

  

Common-sense questions we should ask: 

 

If it is true that cancer cells travel via the blood stream, why is donated blood 

not screened for cancer cells, and why is the public not being warned by the health 

authorities of the risks of coming in contact with the blood of a cancer patient? 

If it is true that cancer cells migrate via the blood stream, why are cancers of 

the blood vessel walls or of the heart not the most frequent cancers, since those are 

the tissues that would be most exposed to cancer cells traveling in the blood and 

lymph? 

If it is true that cancer cells metastasize to other organs by way of the lymph 

system, how is it possible that a "metastasizing" cancer develops in the lungs or in 

the bones (statistically the most frequent sites of "metastatic tumors"), although 

these tissues are not supplied with lymph fluid? 

If it is true that secondary tumors are caused by cancer cells migrating through 

the blood or lymph system, why do cancer cells of a primary tumor rarely travel to 
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adjacent tissues, for example, from the uterus to the cervix or from the bones to 

neighboring muscle tissue? 

  

 The "brain metastasis" theory vis-à-vis Dr, Hamer's discoveries 

Dr. Hamer established in the 1980's that so-called "brain tumors" are not, as 

assumed, abnormal growths in the brain, but instead glial cells (brain connective 

tissue) that naturally accumulate in the second half of the healing phase (pcl-phase 

B) in that area of the brain which is - parallel to the healing organ - also in healing 

at the time. That is to say, that this glial repair process occurs during ANY given 

healing phase, whether it is a skin rash, hemorrhoids, a common cold, a bladder 

infection, or a cancer. It is an absolute indication that the biological conflict has 

been resolved and the psyche, brain, and organ are all in the latter stage of healing. 

 Questions we should therefore also ask: 

If it is true that cancers metastasize to the brain, why are cancer cells allowed to 

pass the blood-brain-barrier that functions as a vital filter to prevent harmful 

substances from entering the brain? 

Why do we never hear about "brain tumor"-cells metastasizing from the 

brain to an organ, let's say, to the prostate, to the bones, or to the breast? Based on 

the prevalent doctrines this would translate, for example, into brain cancer cells 

causing lung cancer!! 

 Dr. Hamer’s German New Medicine is the biggest challenge the medical 

establishment, including today’s medical science and a profit-driven medical 

industry, has ever faced. Aware of this threat, the health authorities, 

supported by the justice system and the media, are using their power to 

silence Dr. Hamer’s medical discoveries and to persecute, vilify, and 
criminalize its originator (see ”Why is GNM not taught in medical school?“). 

 

 
  

 "INFECTIOUS DISEASE" - THEORY 

  

  A brief historical perspective  

PASTEUR - BECHAMP - BERNARD - HAMER 
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Luis PASTEUR: "Germs of the air" attack the organism, causing an 

infectious disease 

Antoine BECHAMP: Microbes are part of the "inner milieu" of the 

organism. Microbes become only pathogenic, when the body is weak or out of 

balance 

Claude BERNARD: "Le microbe n'est rien, le terrain c'est tout" - "The 

microbe is nothing, the terrain is what's important" 

Ryke Geerd HAMER: Microbes live in symbiosis with our 

organism.               Microbes do notcause diseases, but instead play a vital role  in 

the natural healing process of diseases 

Based on Dr. Hamer's discovery of the Fourth Biological Law and the beneficial 

role of microbes during the healing phase, bacteria, fungi, and viruses can no 

longer be considered the cause of "infectious diseases". 

 

 
 

 

 

The dilemma in which today's medicine finds itself is that by failing to 

recognize the two phases of every SBS, doctors only see the second phase, 

because it is only in the healing phase during which microbes are active. 

And since the activity of microbes is accompanied by swelling, fever, 

inflammation, pus, discharge and pain, microbes are considered to be 

"pathogenic" and the cause of "infectious diseases". 

 

 

   

But, it is not the microbes that cause an "infectious disease". On the contrary, 

our organism is using the microbes to optimize the healing process. In view of 

this new understanding, the term "infection" itself becomes obsolete. 

 

Just like cancer cells, microbes do not "spread" to other organs that derive from a 

different embryonic germ layer or are controlled from a different brain relay. 

Microbes work exclusively on organs or tissues that are in healing at the time. For 

example: TB-bacteria (brainstem-controlled) that are in the process of 

decomposing a tumor in the lungs (endodermal) would never "spread" to the 

ectodermal cortex-controlled lining of the bronchial tubes; staphylococcus bacteria 
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(controlled from the cerebral medulla) would never "invade" tissue that is 

controlled from a different brain area (see diagram). 

 

Since the activity of microbes is always part of a very specific Significant 

Biological Special Program, which involves only the person who is at the time in 

the healing phase of the conflict-related organ, "infection diseases" cannot be 

contagious. If two or more people have the same symptoms, this implies that each 

of them is in the healing phase of the same type of conflict. For example: If an 

"indigestible" conflict hits an entire family unexpectedly, those involved will have 

diarrhea (healing symptom) after the conflict has been resolved. 

 

 
 

 

 

The common cold is linked to a "stink conflict", which can be experienced in real terms but 

also figuratively as "This situation stinks!" or "I've had it!". During the conflict-active 

phasethe nasal membrane lining widens through ulceration, which is usually not noticed. In 

the healing phase, however, when the nasal tissue is being repaired, the nasal membrane 

swells up. A runny nose (healing always occurs in a fluid environment), headaches, 

tiredness, an elevated temperature or fever are all typical signs of a vagotonic healing 

process. If the cold symptoms are more severe, then this is commonly called the "flu". The 

claim, however, that "influenza" viruses are the culprits, has yet to be proven. 

 

 

   

 

Climatic, cultural, political, social, or economic aspects can be decisive factors, 

why people in certain countries or regions are more (or less) vulnerable to 

experience certain types of conflicts. From the GNM perspective, the higher rate 

of breast cancer in western women compared to Chinese women, has more to do 

with the higher rate of divorces and "separation conflicts" than, as suggested, with 

their different diet. 

Severe biological conflicts can affect many individuals in a community or a 

population, as during times of war, "sanctions", or economic crises. What is 

referred to as an "epidemic" is not, as assumed, the outbreak of an "infectious 

disease", but is in reality an indication that people of an entire region were going 

into healing at the same time.  

This explains, for example, the "Spanish Flu" outbreak of 1918 as well as 

the lung tuberculosis epidemic after the First World War, during which 

millions of people were suffering "territorial fear conflicts", affecting the bronchia 

with potentially fatal pneumonia during the healing phase, and death-fright 

conflicts, involving the lung alveoli, causing lung tumors, which were NOT 

detected during the conflict-active stress phase! The end of the war initiated a 
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mass-healing, so-to-speak, resulting in two pandemics. This is why so many did 

not survive TB: tubercular secretion, produced during the decomposing process of 

lung tumors, contains high amounts of proteins, which is expelled through the 

sputum. A diet rich inproteins is therefore indispensable to supplement the protein 

loss. Due to the extreme poverty caused by the world economic crises that 

followed World War I, those afflicted with tuberculosis did not get the protein-rich 

food needed for healing. Only those who could afford adequate nutrition were able 

to survive. The poor had no chance. The same can be said about today's TB 

epidemics (and "AIDS"-epidemics) in countries of Africa or Asia. These epidemics 

are not caused by TB-bacteria, let alone by HIV, but are the result of frightening 

political, social, and economic conditions. What the people in those parts of the 

world really need is peace and food rather than wars and drugs. 

 In 1944, antibiotics were administered for the first time to TB-patients. The 

reason why antibiotics "worked" is that the drugs destroyed the bacteria in charge 

of breaking down lung tumors. A rapid succession of anti-TB drugs appeared in 

the following years. That stopped the "disease", but by eradicating the helpful 

bacteria, the lung cancers of millions of people that experienced the horror of yet 

another world war could no longer be removed. As a result, the tumors 

encapsulated and stayed in place. However, during any lung check-up, even years 

later, these old encapsulated tumors would be seen on a lung X-ray. This is how 

lung cancer became the most frequent cancer. It has nothing to do with smoking. 

Today, the overuse of antibiotics is one reason why more cancers are found 

during (routine) examinations. Other factors are more sophisticated screening 

methods and pressure for more testing (PAP-tests, PSA-tests, etc.). We have to 

bear in mind that every diagnosis shock can potentially cause lung cancer. German 

New Medicine offers a way out of this vicious cycle. 

In 1995, Gerald Geisen (Princeton University) published his book "The private 

science of Luis Pasteur". Based on Pasteur's lab notes, Professor Geisen 

exposed Pasteur's germ theory as being based on fraudulent data. In spite of 

the evidence that Pasteur had committed scientific fraud, Pasteur's theory is still 

governing modern medicine and medical science. Considering also that there is no 

solid scientific evidence for viruses being the cause of diseases, including cancer, 

this implies that world-wide vaccination programs, imposed on an entire 

population, particularly on children and the elderly, are based on a scientific hoax. 

 In view of the Fourth Biological Law of GNM and the lack of scientific evidence 

that viruses are the cause of infectious diseases, there is no justification for 

"immunization". 
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Dr. Hamer: ”Those who understand the  

Five Biological Laws become free of control.“ 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 QUESTIONING THE VIRUS-THEORY 

 



 

In their publication "Virus Mania" (German original, 2006), journalist 

Torsten Engelbrecht and Claus Köhnlein, doctor of internal medicine, 

reveal that "contagious" and "deadly" viruses, such as the hepatitis-

C virus,HIV, the HPV-Virus (purportedly causing cervical cancer), 

the Avian Fluvirus, or the Polio virus are not, as widely propagated, 

microbes that "invade" the human organism, but that these alleged viruses 

are in reality micro-particles produced by the body cells themselves. 

 
The authors write: "The existence of these so-called "killer viruses" must first be proven. And this is where 

the trouble begins. Consequential, scientifically-sound evidence has never been provided, even though it's 

as easy as taking a sample of patient blood and isolating one of these viruses in a purified form with its 

complete genetic material (genome) and virus shell, directly from it, and then imaging it with an electron 

microscope. But these critical initial steps have never been done with H5N1 (avian flu), the so-called hepatitis 

C virus, HIV, and numerous other particles that are officially called viruses and depicted as attack-crazy 

beasts" (43)  "Certainly nobody has yet managed to detect a corresponding virus structure in the blood 

serum of so-called hepatitis C patients. As with HIV, the virus purification necessary for a clear 

identification has not taken place." (155) 

This explains why today's medical science is trying to "prove" the existence of viruses through "indirect 

evidence"; that is, to conclude from the rise of antibodies the presence of viruses and hence an "infectious 

disease". The same method is employed to "prove" the presence of "metastatic cancer cells". But, as the Virus 

Mania author's put it so accurately, "antibody tests just prove the existence of antibodies - and not the 

virus or particles itself to which the antibody tests react. That means: as long as the virus or cell particle 

(antigen) has not been precisely defined, no one can say what these antibody tests are reacting to." (44).  

 

 

  

If viruses did in fact exist, they would - in line with evolutionary reasoning -

assist the reconstruction of ecodermal tissues! Based on the beneficial role 

of microbes, viruses would not be the cause of diseases, but would 

instead play a vital role in the healing process, for example, of the skin 

("herpes virus", "measles virus"), the bile ducts of the liver ("hepatitis 

virus"), the nasal membrane ("flu virus"), the bronchia ("SARS virus"), the 

cervix ("HPV virus"), and so forth. From the GNM perspective, so-called 

AIDS is a combination of symptoms resulting from multiple conflict shocks. 
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VACCINATIONS 

AGAINST 

WHAT? 

 

  
A question we should ask: If a rise in antibodies is generally considered to be an indication of 

astrong immune system, why is it that in AIDS-testing the same parameters are interpreted as an "immuno-

deficiency" and as an "infection" with HIV (with a virus that has never been isolated and scientifically 

proven)? 

 

 

 
  QUESTIONING THE "IMMUNE SYSTEM" THEORY 

In unison with politicians, the pharmaceutical and medical industry, and the media, 

modern medicine is speaking a language of war. The brutal treatment of "killing" 

cancers with chemical weapons results in the deaths of thousands of patients each 

day. 

Images of war also govern medicine's perception of the human body, viewed with 

armies of "killer cells" ready to attack "foreign invaders" (microbes) and evildoers 

within the system (cancer cells). Based on the fantasy of biological warfare raging 

in our organism, medical science constructed the concept of an "immune system", 

envisioned as a defense system against the threat of "killer germs" and "deadly" 

cancers". The invention of "auto-immune diseases" in which the immune system 

apparently attacks the body's own tissue, just shows how a scientific culture can 

become blinded by its own beliefs. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

With Dr. Hamer's discoveries of the psyche-brain-organ correlation, of 

thesupportive role of microbes during healing, and, above all, of 

the biological meaning of all diseases, including cancer, the immune-

system theory collapses like a house of cards. With no more enemies left to 

"fight" and to "battle" and to "kill", the war is over. 
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"IMMUNIZATION" 

AGAINST 

WHAT? 

 

 

 
  

 Italian oncologist, Dr. Tuillo Simoncini, M.D., 

claims "CANCER IS A FUNGUS"  Video 
Presentation, 21.05.2007 see also Dr. Mark Sircus, 

OMD 
 

The following includes excerpts of Dr. Simoncini's 

video clip and a short summary of Dr. Hamer's discoveries about the correlation 

between cancer and fungi. 

 Dr. Simoncini: "The madness of the cell is an invention, a hypothesis that nobody 

has ever demonstrated …  For hundred years scientists suggest this hypothesis that 

nobody ever demonstrated. Never. This hypothesis has no evidence at all. At the 

same time it is only supported by negative elements. 8.5 million deaths for cancer 

… After hundred years of research it [cancer] is still surrounded by mystery." 

Dr. Hamer discovered in 1979 (at the time head internist at a cancer clinic in 

Germany) that cancers are not "malignant" growths, but instead the result of 

biological survival programs (SBS) created to assist an individual during 

a biological conflict situation. 

 Dr. Hamer also found, as formulated in the Fourth Biological Law, 

that all cancers that grow during theconflict active stress phase (tumors of the 

lungs, colon, stomach, liver, kidney, prostate, uterus, breast glands, or the pleura 

and the peritoneum) stop growing as soon as the related conflict is resolved. 

During the healing phase, the now superfluous tumors are broken 

down and removed naturally with the help offungi (!), like Candida 

albicans, or TB-bacteria. This is the reason why fungi and/or TB bacteria are 

always present in certain cancers; to be precise, exclusively in cancers which are 

controlled from the Old Brain (brainstem and cerebellum). 
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Dr. Simoncini: "Candida is always found in the patients of the oncology wards. 

The problem is how the presence of the fungus is thought about. The wrong idea of 

the official oncology is that the cancer comes before and then the Candida attacks 

and enfeebles the organisms. But this is only a hypothesis, a wrong hypothesis. My 

opinion is that the Candida comes before, makes the cancer, and then invades 

the organism and causes death. Fact is that Candida is always found in the tissue 

of a cancer patient. Any other idea could be only an invention." 

As examples of the simultaneous presence of fungi and cancer cells, Dr. Simoncini 

offers video material that shows fungal colonies in cancers of the colon, the lungs, 

the pleura and the stomach! Note, that these are all cancers that are controlled from 

the Old Brain, which proves the accuracy of Dr. Hamer's findings. 

Dr. Hamer's discoveries differ radically from Dr. Simoncini's conclusions: 

 In Dr. Simoncini view, the "fungal infection" is visible as "white lumps" (see 

video). Concerning histology examinations, he explains: "The histology really 

describes how the tissue tries to protect itself from the fungal invasion. Where the 

fungus is eating the tissue, the reaction is a cellular overproduction that tries to 

block the invasion. If the Candida is in the liver, the cellular reaction is made by 

cells of the liver. This is a cancer named epithelial carcinoma, in the brain the 

reaction is glioblastoma, in the skin melanoma, and so forth, for all the tissues and 

organs. There isn't any cellular anomaly, but only defensive reactions." 

As cancer treatment, Dr. Simoncini suggests: "First, to destroy the fungal colonies 

because of the cancer. How can they be destroyed? Not with the actually antifungal 

drugs. I am sure that they will be destroyed by producing in the future different 

drugs. And that could be the next great deal of the chemical industry. They will be 

able to start a new age for medicine … But at the moment the most effective 

antifungal substance is sodium bicarbonate …" 

GNM: Since the activity of fungi is always an indication that the cancer is in the 

process of being naturallyremoved, the administration of sodium bicarbonate, a 

salt, also known as baking soda, is given at a time when the cancer 

is already undergoing a natural healing process! Because of the vital function of 

fungi in the removal of cancers, there is no reason for trying to "destroy" them. On 

the contrary, any kind ofinterruption of the natural biological repair process stops 

the tumor breakdown with the result that the cancer stays in place. Found at a later 

time, this can cause (diagnosis) shocks, leading to more cancers ("metastasis"). 

Dr. Simoncini: "An urgent request should be made to the chemical industries, 

so that they make research in the field of fungi. I am sure that they will give relief 

to the patients and in the meantime they will earn much more than they do 

today." 
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There is no money to be made on poisonous chemicals with German New 

Medicine! 

  

In 2008, Dr. Mark Sircus, OMD, founder of the 

IMVA (International Medical Veritas Association) and 

author of "Winning the war on Cancer", published a 

book on "Sodium Bicarbonate", based on Dr. 

Simoncini's theory.  

On his website, Dr. Sircus reveals a shocking 

component of the "Rich Man's Poor Man's Cancer 

Treatment" with Sodium Bicarbonate: "Together 

with sodium bicarbonate you will also be given lots 

of fluids (as a drip) and a drug called mesnawith your 

cyclophosphamide to help prevent bladder irritation. 

Sodium bicarbonate will be given to you - usually as a 

drip - before and during your methotrexate 

treatment, to help protect your kidneys." 

Methotrexate is a chemotherapy drug! 

 

 

 
  

 CAN TOXINS CAUSE DISEASES SUCH AS CANCER? 

"Virtually everything you put in your mouth has pesticides, herbicides, antibiotics, growth hormone, 

genetically altered material, or chemical food additives. Even when you eat an apple you are taking in all 

the deadly chemicals that were used in the growing and harvesting of that apple. All our fruits, vegetables, 

grains, nuts and seeds are grown with highly poisonous chemical fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides. Even 

when you consume fresh fruits and vegetable, you are ingesting small amount of poison … The same 

applies to meat … The same holds true with diary products … When you eat fish you are only slightly better 

off. … I am trying to point out to you that you are highly toxic, that you are constantly loading your body 

with toxins, which are one of the leading reasons you develop a disease." 

(Kevin Trudeau, Natural Cures "They" Don't Want You To Know About) 

 

Over the past decades, the theory that diseases are caused by toxins has become a 

wide-spread belief. It shares with other conventional theories the reliance on fear 

rather than scientific merit, and distracts us from finding the truth of the origin of 

"diseases" within ourselves. The toxin-theory also owes us the explanation as to 

why certain toxins would cause different diseases in different people and why 

some have reactions and others don't. 
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This is not to say that toxins are safe. Toxins in our food, in our environment, in 

consumer products, electromagnetic pollutants, just to name a few, can, of course, 

be harmful. Foods containing toxins (pesticides, herbicides, preservatives, food 

additives, and the like) deplete the body of energy, which can make the healing 

process, including the healing of cancer, very difficult. Also, neurotoxins, for 

example, in dental fillings (mercury) or vaccines (aluminum, formaldehyde) can 

result in severe nerve damage and neurological disorders. Poisons, like food 

poisons, radioactive poisons, or chemical poison as in chemically derived drugs, 

and above all, in Chemo-treatments, can cause illness, injury, and death. 

 Toxins in low doses, however, even accumulating low-dose toxins, cannot 

cause cancer. The toxins-causing-cancer theory is built on the premise that cancer 

is a "malignant" disease with healthy cells supposedly mutating all of a sudden, 

and for no reason, into "abnormal" cancerous cells. 

Based on his (mis)reading of Dr. Hamer's work, Dr. Ralph Wilson (International 

Integrative Health Care) comes to the following conclusion: "The way I describe it 

is to say, "Cancer does not exist." Cancer is not a separate entity that attacks us. 

"Cancer" is the result of the body being under stress and assault by various factors. 

Cancer is a condition that can only develop if the "Terrain" -- the internal 

environment of the body -- is suitable for the cells to act independently of the rest 

of the person's life. This includes Toxins such as heavy metals and chemicals, 

toxic memories and thoughts, and the toxic energy fields called Chronic Miasms in 

homeopathy theory. In a very real way this phrase is quite true: The Cancer IS the 

Terrain." 

 

 

In view of the fact that every CANCER starts with an unexpected 

biological conflict (DHS) involving the brain from where a 

specific, predetermined, meaningful biological response 

program (SBS) is coordinated, toxins can only cause diseases, 

such as cancer, if they are associated with a DHS. A toxin-

related conflict shock can, for example, be triggered by hearing or 

reading that "even when you eat an apple you are taking in all the 

deadly chemicals" (see Kevin Trudeau-quote above). 

 

A toxin-DHS can also trigger a "indigestible morsel conflicts" ("I can't digest this 

toxic food"), resulting in "food allergies" or "scare-fright conflicts" leading to 

respiratory diseases such as asthma. This explains why multiple food and 

environmental "allergies" afflict predominantly those who are the most 

knowledgeable regarding toxins and thus the most scared. 
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Contrary to GNN precepts, it has been proposed that "any environmental factors 

can be taken into consideration for creating Hamer Herde in combination with 

psychological conflicts." (Walter Last, Nexus Magazine, Vol 10/05, 2004). This is 

like suggesting that a defective print cartridge (environmental toxin) of a computer 

printer (the organ) would have an impact on the control function of the CPU (the 

brain).  

Dr. Hamer's discoveries clarify the supposed inconsistency of why people get 

cancer, or any other disease, even though they eat right, while others, who don't 

lead a healthy life-style, and even smoke, never get sick. 

CARCINOGEN THEORY 

Carcinogens are by definition "cancer-causing" agents. The claim that certain 

chemicals or toxins in our food, in the environment, in cosmetics, or personal care 

and consumer products cause cancer is either based on pure assumptions or 

concluded from "carcinogen testing" on live animals. 

In light of Dr. Hamer's discoveries, we understand that animal testing can never be 

scientifically valid, because animals respond to "conflict shocks" with Special 

Biological Programs (SBS), that is, with adaptive, physiological changes 

("diseases"), just as we humans do. This means that any laboratory condition that 

gives an animal a "death fright conflict" will result in lung cancer as will any 

"existence conflict" causekidney cancer, and so forth. Thus, concluding that a 

certain chemical or toxin caused the cancer is bad science, as it ignores the setting 

of the experiment, the animal's perception, and, above all, that animals have 

feelings and can suffer as much as all other living beings. 

 

 

 
 

 

"…by using different kinds of animals in different protocols, experimenters can find evidence in support of 

virtually any theory. For instance, researchers have used animal experiments to show that cigarettes both do 

and do not cause cancer." (Barnard, Neal D., Kaufman, Stephen R., Animal Research Is Wasteful And 

Misleading, Scientific American, Feb 1997, Vol. 276/2) 

 

 

   

 

In a video-interview of Dr. Mercola and Dr. Holt, entitled "German New Medicine. 

Creating a Heart Attack - An Animal Study", a "territorial loss conflict" 

is purposely inflicted on a healthy dog. When, six weeks later, the experimenters 

returned the animal to his territory, the dog suffered a fatal heart attack, 

commented by Dr. Mercola and Dr. Holt with laughter! Dr. Holt's disgraceful 
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documentary, intended to prove Dr. Hamer's discoveries with video material of 

animal testing, only reveals his lack of knowledge of German New Medicine and 

of its humane spirit. It should be pointed out that Dr. Hamer's medical findings 

about the cause of heart attacks were verified in 1984 by medical doctors of the 

University of Vienna, in aprofessional academic setting. 

The practice of animal experimentation and vivisection in the name of medical 

research is one of the darkest chapters in the history of mankind, and in the history 

of medicine in particular. The number of animals dying of torture through the 

practice of vivisection is estimated at around 500.000 a day world-wide. Through 

ruthless animal testing, medical science has assembled over 1000 alleged 

"carcinogens", proving only that researchers have found a thousand ways to 

distress animals with conflict shocks. 

  
 

During the 

experiment, the helpless animals can 

suffer a number of biological conflicts: 

"attack conflicts", "death-fright conflicts", 

"existence conflicts", "territorial 

DR. HAMER: "There is absolutely no 

proof that "carcinogenic" substances have 

a direct effect on an organ - without going 

through the psyche and the brain first." 

http://germannewmedicine.com/documents/verifiations.html


conflicts", "abandonment conflicts", "self-

devaluation conflicts", and so forth - ALL 

causing CANCER! 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

NO MORE 

ANIMAL TESTING! 

 

"Today we no longer torture in the name of the Lord, but 

in the name of a new, despotic divinity - a so-called 

Medical Science which, although amply demonstrated to 

be false, successfully uses through his priests and 

ministers the tactics of terrorism: "If you don't give us 

plenty of money and a free hand with animals , you and 

your children will die of cancer" - well knowing that 

modern man does not fear God, but fears Cancer, and has 

never been told that most cancers, and maybe all, are 

fabricated through incompetence in the vivisection 

laboratories" 

 

(Hans Ruesch: Slaughter of the Innocence, 1983) 

 

 

 

 


